Ready for the next big thing.

Be ready for whatever the workday brings with the Samsung Galaxy S6 edge. With next-generation power and performance, the Galaxy S6 edge delivers the productivity, multitasking and security protection your team needs today and tomorrow. Fuel your employees’ productivity with PC-like multitasking tools such as Multi Window, optimized business applications and our fastest processor yet. Protect sensitive company data with defense-grade Samsung KNOX security. Let work shine bright – even in direct sunlight – on our brilliant HD display featuring our first-ever dual-curved-edge screen. It’s time for a smartphone that’s ready to work harder for your enterprise.
Enhanced Security for Your Business

Defense-grade Samsung KNOX security and a separate personal and work-partitioning container protect your organization’s sensitive data and satisfy your enterprise’s IT policy requirements by easily integrating into your existing or desired MDM solution. Using the built-in fingerprint scanner coupled with a password or PIN further protects sensitive information with multiple layers of security.

Optimized Tools for Success

Give your team access to the business-critical apps they need to prepare for whatever business throws at them next. Samsung is the only device manufacturer to combine the world’s top productivity solution with defense-grade security by bundling Microsoft® Office 365™ and OneDrive™ with Samsung KNOX Workplace licenses. Additional cloud services like Box and web conferencing apps like WebEx® are optimized for the Galaxy S6 edge to help your employees collaborate with colleagues at a moment’s notice and remain productive wherever they use their mobile devices.

Give Your Employees a Premium Edge

This is what ready for success looks like. Review presentations. Examine design renderings. Display product videos. Whatever work comes through, your team will always have a premium view on the 5.1” Quad HD Super AMOLED display, featuring the first-ever dual-curved glass screen that’s housed in a sleek, stunning metal and glass design your employees will love. Our most powerful, highest-resolution display to date delivers a sharp, vivid picture – even in bright sunlight – that brings greater detail to everything on screen. And when your colleagues and clients call or text, the dual-edge screens light up in bold, distinct colors.

The Speed You Need for Business

The world’s first 14nm smartphone processor and a more accurate touch screen help your team seamlessly toggle between apps and handle information as quickly as your business demands. Every action feels effortless as your employees draft documents, edit spreadsheets or download the latest updates from your IT department with ease. And you’ll give your employees greater freedom and flexibility by providing twice as much storage as other leading devices.
Power When You Need It Most

Maximize battery life and keep your team connected with Ultra Power Saving Mode. They can text, receive calls and browse the web for up to 24 hours, even with a critically low battery. Fast Charging generates up to four hours of battery life in just 10 minutes and built-in wireless charging eliminates the need for cords while powering up.

Do More at Once

Amplify your employees’ productivity with PC-like multitasking tools such as Multi Window. Review presentation slides while answering emails. Search documents while looking at sales figures. Check meeting calendars while sending a text. Even resize windows to maximize screen space. Simply open two apps side by side and work more efficiently from one handheld device. Any notifications appear discreetly on the edge display so you can stay up to date without interrupting a meeting or interfering with anything else you’re doing on the main display.
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*S Full Microsoft® Office 365™ suite and Samsung KNOX available for additional licensing fee.
**Includes 100GB of OneDrive™ cloud storage for two years.
†Based on laboratory testing. Battery power consumption depends on factors such as network configuration, carrier, signal strength, operating temperature, features selected, vibrate mode, backlight settings, browser use, frequency of calls, and voice, data and other application-usage patterns.
††Fast Charging requires an AFC-compatible charger to work.
†††Wireless charging-compatible back included with device. Wireless charging pad sold separately.
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